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Abstract. This research presents a numerical method to design a two-dimensional auxetic microstructure with negative
Poisson’s ratios. The method is established by combining the finite element method (FEM) with two different optimization procedures called bi-directional evolutionary structural optimization (BESO) and solid isotropic material with
penalization (SIMP), respectively. The results show that by choosing any of the two methods of optimization (FEM and
BESO or FEM and SIMP), each with a different objective function, it is possible to create microstructures that show
negative Poisson’s ratio. In addition, there is a significant resemblance between the results of both optimization
methodologies. The final part of this study is to verify the outcome of optimization, both numerically and experimentally
using three-dimensional (3D) printing techniques.
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Introduction

Poisson’s ratio presents the material’s tendency for expansion in the directions transverse to the direction of compressive loads. Conversely, in case a material is under tensile
load, it usually tends to contract in the direction perpendicular to the direction of tensile loading. The Poisson’s ratio
of majority of isotropic materials usually varies in the range
of 0.0 and 0.5. The upper band of the Poisson’s ratio range is
for completely incompressible materials, providing that such
materials are under elastic deformation and within small
displacements. Incompressible materials never experience
volume changes, and rubber is an example for incompressible materials with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.5. On the other
hand, cork’s Poisson’s ratio is 0.0, which means that there is
no perpendicular deformation as a result of axial loading in
materials with Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.0.
Most steels and rigid polymers when loaded under their
design limits show values of about 0.3 for Poisson’s ratio.
Unlike traditional materials that exhibit positive Poisson’s
ratio, there are some materials and structures that have
negative Poisson’s ratio, called auxetic materials and
structures. When an auxetic material is stretched, it
becomes thicker in the direction perpendicular to the
applied force and when it is compressed, it gets thinner in
the perpendicular direction. This type of infrequent deformation occurs as a result of their specific internal structure.
Auxetic materials and structures possess surprising

mechanical properties, such as high energy absorption [1]
and fracture resistance [2].
The possibility of having an anisotropic solid, possessing
negative Poisson’s ratio was initially suggested by SaintVenant [3], and Greaves [4] showed that it can be greater
than 0.5. According to the theory of elasticity, by applying
thermodynamically restriction on the constitutive law for
theory of elasticity, the Poisson’s ratio for isotropic materials will be limited in the range of −1 to 0.5 [5]. Landau
and Lifshitz [6] commented that although Poisson’s ratio
varies in the range of 0.0–0.5 in most common materials, it
is not thermodynamically necessary, which indicates the
feasibility of solids having negative Poisson’s ratio.
The term ‘auxetic’ was first proposed by Evans [7] for
materials and structures that can exhibit negative Poisson’s
ratio. This term has its origin from the Greek word auxetikos (transliterated from aὐξητικός). The English definition of this word is ‘that which tends to increase’ and the
noun form of this verb is auxesis (transliterated from
aὔξησις), which means ‘increase’. Ren et al [8] investigated a large number of auxetic metamaterials and created a
comprehensive review of most of the well-known metamaterials in order to obtain the mechanical properties and
behaviours of such metamaterials.
Apart from materials that naturally possess the ability to
show negative Poisson’s ratio, some microstructures have
special geometrical shapes that show auxetic behaviour. Reentrant structures were proposed and investigated by
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Theocaris et al [9], Lakes [10], Friis et al [11] and Evans
et al [12] as one of the first structures that shows negative
Poisson’s ratio behaviour. Chiral structures were the result
of an investigation of Grima et al [13]. Other examples are
multiscale laminates [14], rotating sub-structures [15] and
microporous foams [16]. Chentsov and Lisovenko [17]
conducted an experimental study on the behaviour of cellular auxetic structures.
There have been some researches on the optimization of
auxetic microstructures and various authors have used different optimization approaches to fulfill their goals. Javadi
et al have adopted generic algorithms [18] and evolutionary
algorithms [19] to find the optimum topology to demonstrate negative Poisson’s ratio. Kaminakis et al [20] have
also used topology optimization based on generic algorithms and homogenization to design an auxetic
microstructure and verify the outcome. Bruggi et al [21]
created an auxetic structure, using optimization of compliant mechanisms and a micropolar material model. Unlike
the previous research, there was no need to implement
homogenization technique, since the proposed design
approach applies to elements made of microstructured
material with prescribed properties rather than the material
itself. Zong et al [22] generated a two-step process to design
any microstructure with the desired Poisson’s ratios. Firstly,
the material optimization method was used to develop an
initial solution; secondly, the boundary evolvement optimization was applied to re-mesh the result and refine the
quality of the structural surfaces for the manufacturing.
Kureta and Kanno [23] used a mixed integer programme
using topology optimization methodology to design periodic frame structures with negative Poisson’s ratio.
One of the novelty of this study is its vastness of methods
to obtain a negative Poisson’s ratio microstructure. There
have been some previous works that have implemented one
specific method to design an auxetic microstructure; however, most of them lack the verification that was required to
show the real deformation of such mechanisms. In addition,
authors believe that the result of this work will be useful for
future researches and practical applications.

2.
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should express the negative Poisson’s ratio as an auxetic
material. Due to the symmetrical nature of the problem, it is
possible to reduce the domain into one-quarter of the
original domain using particular constraints at right and
lower edges of the new domain.
For the purpose of optimization, a quarter of the square
domain, consisting of 60 9 60 plane stress elements was
considered. A unit load was applied at point A while the
lines AA′ and BB′ were the axes of symmetry, restricting
the movement of the right and bottom boundaries in the
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively (figure 1b).
The main purpose was that the displacement in point B
(uout) and the displacement resultant of Fin in point A would
become almost equal, so the Poisson’s ratio of the final
outcome would approach to −1.
uout
ﬃ 1
ð1Þ
v¼
uin
In order for this purpose, a finite element procedure was
developed to analyse the domain and transfer nodical
information, such as displacements and forces to an optimization process so that the best topological shape would be
chosen based on the objectives of the optimization process
as the result of the FEM/optimization procedure. The
method adopted in this study in order to guarantee the equal
displacement in points A and B was to apply equal forces in
these points (Fin and Fout, respectively), as shown in
figure 1c.
Two optimization methods were used in this study. The
first one is called BESO (bi-directional evolutionary structural optimization), which was used to gain the optimal

Problem statement

Topology optimization of continua is a process in which
materials are distributed with the goal of assigning every
point of domain a solid or a void property, showing the
presence or absence of material in every point. In order to
solve such optimization problem effectively, the continuum
needs to be discretized into a finite number of elements,
allowing the changes in topology possible, without the
necessity of re-meshing.
The goal of this study is to distribute material within a 2D
rectangular, in such a manner that under two applied forces
at points A and A′, points B and B′ shift outwards,
respectively (figure 1a). The final outcomes of this study

Figure 1. (a) Analytical model, (b) full domain and (c) onequarter domain, one-quarter domain with equal forces in points A
and B.
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Methods used for optimization.

Type of optimization
BESO
SIMP

Objective function

Constraint(s)

Minimize mean compliance
Maximize displacement

Volume and displacement
Volume

topology using mean compliance as the objective function
and two displacement and volume constraints. The other
method is SIMP (solid isotropic microstructures with
penalization), which was used to optimize a typical problem
with displacement as its objective function and volume as
the constraint. The methods used in this study for optimization are summarized in table 1. Since the Poisson’s
ratio relates the deformation of two perpendicular directions
in a deformed microstructure, the displacement plays a
major role either in the optimization procedure as an
objective function or as a constraint.
In the end, a typical result from BESO optimization was
modelled using a finite element solver to verify its real
deformation and to calculate the Poisson’s ratio of the
outcome. Additionally, the same model was created using
three-dimensional (3D) printing technique, so that the
experimental verification of result would be possible. In
order to guarantee the accuracy of every procedure’s result,
various optimization techniques were performed using different numerical and analytical methods.

3.

Optimization procedure

Topology optimization was originated from the idea of
optimal distribution of materials inside a specific domain,
regarding one or more objective functions and a set of
constraints. The resultant outcome satisfies a number of
predefined goals, which in this study is equal displacements
in points A and B (figure 1b). This design process is iterative and has been achieved using finite element methods
(FEMs) for analysing the domain, and two different optimization techniques, which are BESO and SIMP to achieve
the optimal shape.

3.1
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Bi-directional evolutionary structural optimization

In the 1980s, numerous researchers conducted investigations to obtain an efficient and reliable method for the
optimization of continua and since then significant progress
has been experienced. There has been two methods that
have been in the centre of attraction among researchers,
which are evolutionary structural optimization (ESO) and
BESO. Although these two methods are almost identical in
theory and application, there is a sensible difference. Unlike
ESO, in which materials can only be removed in every step
of optimization, the BESO method permits the materials to
be added and/or omitted concurrently in each step [24]. This

permits the result to be corrected in every step of
optimization.
3.1a Objective function and sensitivity number: When
using evolutionary methods, the aim is to search for the
stiffest structure with a predefined volume of material. In
ESO and/or BESO methods, the method of optimization is
to remove and/or add elements in every step of optimization
process, which means that the variable used in the design is
the element and not the material properties that have
already been assigned. In the case of topology optimization
problem with the volume used as the constraint, the
objective function and constraints are stated as:
1
Minimize: C ¼ f T u
ð2Þ
2
N
X
Subjected to: V  
Vi x i ¼ 0
ð3Þ
i¼1

xi ¼ 0 or 1
ð4Þ
where f represents the load applied to any element, u is the
displacement vector and C is associated with the mean
compliance. Vi shows the volume of every individual element and V* is the total volume of the structure. N shows
the quantity of elements, solid or void, present in the system. The absence or presence of an individual element is
declared by the binary design variable xi, in which (0)
shows the absence of an element and (1) indicates the
presence of an element.
In every step of optimization, some elements are added or
removed from the topology so the change in mean compliance
(or total strain energy) is equal to elemental strain energy. Such
change is defined as the elemental sensitivity number:
1
aei ¼ DCi ¼ uTi Ki ui
ð5Þ
2
where a is sensitivity number, ui and Ki are the displacement vectors and stiffness matrix associated with the ith
element. In case of a non-uniform mesh, the effect of the
volume of the element should be taken into account by
considering the sensitivity number. To do so, the sensitivity
number could take the place of strain energy density of
every element as:


1 T
e
u Ki ui =Vi
ai ¼ e i ¼
ð6Þ
2 i
3.1b Checkerboard and mesh-dependency problems: In
case of a continuum that is discretized using finite elements,
it is possible to experience discontinuity in sensitivity
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number in the boundaries of the element. These phenomena
results in checkerboard patterns in the final topologies [25].
When checkerboard pattern occurs, there are some issues in
interpreting and manufacturing the ‘optimal’ structure, such
as presence of single elements where no adjacent element is
present. In order to overcome such problem in the ESO/
BESO method, a simple method was proposed [26]. It was
suggested that the average sensitivity number of
neighbouring elements should be calculated to remove the
elements with no interaction with nearby elements.
3.1c BESO with displacement constraint: The main
characteristic of the ESO/BESO procedure is to gradually
change the structural volume. As stated above, BESO
procedure is characterized to be used for problems with
volume constraint and in cases such as this work, it needs to
be modified. The logic of this study is based on minimizing
mean compliance in such a way that the displacement of a
specific point would be equal to a predefined value and the
volume of the resulting structure would be equal to a
fraction of initial volume known as the constraints [27]. The
topology optimization problem with a displacement and
volume constraints can be stated as:
Minimize:

1
f ð xÞ ¼ C ¼ uti Kui
2

Subjected to:

uj ¼ uj and V  

ð7Þ
N
X

Vi x i ¼ 0

ð8Þ

mutation. Therefore, in this process, after discretizing the
domain, there is an element in every space of the domain
(unlike genetic algorithms). In addition, the removal of
elements is based on the elemental sensitivity number (the
elements with the lowest sensitivity numbers) and in this
study the element removal ratio in every step is 1% [28].
3.2

The SIMP method and its principals were first proposed by
Bendsøe and Kikuchi [29] as a method for topological
optimization of structures. Later it was named ‘the direct
approach’ by Bendsøe and Sigmund [30]. ‘Solid isotropic
microstructures with penalization’ or SIMP was suggested
by Rozvany et al [31]. Later on, Bendsøe and Sigmund [30]
used it with ‘M’ standing for ‘Material’.
3.2a Objective function: The objective function used in
this study for SIMP optimization is to maximize the
outcome displacement in point B, because of applied force
in point A (figure 1b). One of the major problems in the
optimization of structures through material distribution is
the singularity problem in the stiffness matrix of structure,
which does not allow the design variable. In order to tackle
this problem, a lower limit is set for the design variable xi
(xmin). The objective function and the constraint for SIMP
optimization are stated as:

i¼1

0\xmin  xe  1;

¼ 0:5  xpi uTi Ki0 ui þ k  uTij Ki0 ui ;

Maximize:

ð9Þ

where C is the mean compliance, ui is the displacements in
every element, uj and uj denote the jth displacement and its
constraint respectively, Vi is the volume of an individual
element and V* is the prescribed total structural volume. To
solve this optimization problem using the BESO method,
the displacement constraint should be added to the objective
function by introducing Lagrangian multipliers (k) to obtain
the modified objective function as:


f1 ð xÞ ¼ C þ k1 uj  uj
ð10Þ

where uij is the displacement in the constrained point. The
elemental sensitivity number can be defined as:


1 df1 ð xÞ
p1 1 T 0
T 0
u K ui þ k  uij Ki ui
ai ¼
¼ xi
ð11Þ
p dxi
2 i i
In general, there is a slight difference between genetic
algorithms and ESO/BESO method. Genetic algorithms use
crossover operator to combine the genetic information of
two parents to generate new offspring and mutation to
maintain genetic diversity from one generation of a population of genetic algorithm chromosomes to the next, in
order to search the space of possible solutions [18]. Evolutionary structural optimization, however, uses primarily

Solid isotropic materials with penalization

ð12Þ

Uout

Subjected to: V  

N
X

Vi x i ¼ 0

Vf ¼ 30%

ð13Þ

i¼1

0\xmin  xe  1

ð14Þ

*

where V indicates the defined volume of structure, Vi is the
volume of ith element and xi represents whether there is an
element (1) or no element is present (xmin) in a specific
element of the structure.
There are two types of variables in this study, the first one
is the volume fraction Vf (fraction of the final volume to the
initial volume) and the other one is rmin (the radius of
influence of neighbouring elements for every single element). By choosing a bigger number for the radius of
influence of neighbouring elements, more elements will be
involved in the process of optimization.

4.

Simulations and results

Table 2 consists of three main columns and presents the
conducted analyses, based on the various parameters that
were affecting the optimal topology. Column one, therefore,
shows nine different analyses, performed using BESO
optimization, based on different values of rmin and Vf. For
this purpose, Matlab was used as the numerical tool to
implement the optimization algorithms and to produce the
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Simulations conducted in this study.

BESO

SIMP

Verification

rmin

Vf (%)

rmin

Vf

rmin

Vf

1.5

10
20
40
10
20
40
10
20
40

1.25

30%

2.5

10%

1.8

2.5

results. In addition, one typical analysis for SIMP was
performed, using Abaqus solver with rmin = 1.25 and Vf =
30% as shown in column two of table 2. In the last column,
verification analysis parameters were presented. This analysis was also conducted using Abaqus to verify the Poisson’s ratio of the obtained result and to illustrate the
deformation mechanism of a typical result. All the forces
applied in BESO (Fin and Fout), SIMP and verification (Fin)
analyses were a unit load (one Newton), young modules for
the base material was E = 10e7 Pascal (N m−2) and the
Poisson’s ratio used in the FEM procedure was v = 0.2.

4.1

BESO results

This section presents the results of optimizations that were
performed using Matlab. The iterative algorithm, written in
Matlab consisted of four parts. The first part was the input
section where details of the topology (number of elements
in each direction) and optimization (rmin, Vf, stop criteria,
etc.) were fed to the algorithm. In part two, an initial finite
element analysis was performed to obtain the displacement
of every nods in both directions and to calculate the preliminary mean compliance. Following the third step, sensitivity number of every element was calculated. Therefore,
neighbouring elements’ sensitivity numbers were taken into
account in this step to remove the elements that have no
effect on the overall formation of the microstructure
(elimination of elements with the lowest sensitivity number
resulting in minimal increase in mean compliance). At this
point, the mean compliance of the microstructure was calculated to be compared to the last step. If the difference in
the mean compliances was less than the stop criteria, the
optimization would reach convergence and terminate,
otherwise, another step would commence.
The process of iteration and solving discontinuous continua is shown in figure 2 for different numbers of iteration.
During the iteration procedure, the elimination of unnecessary elements was carried out and the process to obtain a
fine mesh is shown in figure 2. Figure 2a represents the
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iteration number 10, while figure 2b, c and d shows iterations number 25, 55 and 100, respectively.
Figure 3 shows the result of topology optimizations that
were obtained by selecting rmin = 1.5 (the radius of influence of neighbouring elements for every single element is
equal to 1.5 times the element dimension) and varying the
volume fractions. Figures 4 and 5 show the results for rmin =
1.8 and rmin = 2.5, respectively. Regarding figures 3–5, it is
clear that variation of the volume fraction (Vf) of the conducted analyse, has no significant changes in the overall
shape of the outcome of the optimization.
In order to get a full picture of the deformation in the
typical result, a graphical representation of the undeformed
and deformed structures is presented in figure 6.
Regarding figure 6, it should be noted that points A and C
could only move in the horizontal direction and points B
and D in vertical direction. When point A moves towards
point A′, point C moves in the opposite direction, resulting
in distance increase between points A and C. Consequently,
the distance between points B and D increases. This type of
deformation creates the auxetic behaviour in the resultant
microstructure.

4.2

SIMP result

In order to obtain an optimum microstructure that exhibits
negative Poisson’s ratio using SIMP method, Abaqus
solver was used. Similar to BESO procedure, a square
continuum with its right and bottom edges constrained was
created and subjected to a singular load at its left-bottom
corner (as shown in figure 1b). The objective is to maximize Uout (figure 1b), while 30% of the initial continuum
remains intact. The optimization parameters in this procedure were rmin = 1.25 and Vf = 30%, which is the radius

Figure 2. Optimization process for iteration number: (a) 10,
(b) 25, (c) 55 and (d) 100.
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Figure 3. Result of BESO optimization for rmin = 1.5: (a) one-quarter domain and (b) full domain Vf = 10%.
(c) One-quarter domain and (d) full domain Vf = 20%. (e) One-quarter domain and (f) full domain Vf = 40%.

Figure 4. Result of BESO optimization for rmin = 1.8: (a) one-quarter domain and (b) full domain Vf = 10%.
(c) One-quarter domain and (d) full domain Vf = 20%. (e) One-quarter domain and (f) full domain Vf = 40%.

of influence of neighbouring elements for every single
element in order to overcome checkerboard patterns 1.25
times the element size and the maximum fraction of the
volume that was allowed to remain after the optimization
process terminates was 30%. SIMP results of topology
optimization are shown in figure 7. The results are presented for one-quarter of the domain (figure 7a) and full
domain (figure 7b).
It should be noted that the elements laying on the displacement boundary condition in the domain were set to
be frozen during the optimization process. They are to

maintain the integrity of the final shape, therefore, have
not been eliminated from the final result. These two lines
can be seen in figure 7a and b as two vertical and horizontal connectors.

4.3

Convergence

The objective function in BESO optimization was to minimize the strain energy. To do so, the mean compliance in
each step was compared with the mean compliance in the
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Figure 5. Result of BESO optimization for rmin = 2.5: (a) one-quarter domain and (b) full domain Vf =10%. (c) Onequarter domain and (d) full domain Vf = 20%. (e) One-quarter domain and (f) full domain Vf = 40%.

the change in mean compliance is negligible. In order to
force the optimization algorithm to proceed, the convergence criterion in the BESO optimization was set to be the
product of mean compliance times 10e−5, which was a very
small number compared to the change in mean compliance
at every step. In order to ensure the optimality of the result,
it is a good idea to reduce the elements size. Based on the
sensitivity numbers of the elements, addition and removal
of elements continues until the optimization reaches a
steady state.
Moreover, table 3 presents the time required to run the
optimization algorithm in a laptop using Core i7 processor
with 16 gigabytes of ram.

4.4

Figure 6. Graphical representation of the undeformed and
deformed microstructures, with black line for undeformed and
blue for deformed.

previous step in order to reach convergence in the algorithm. Therefore, the number of iterations for every analysis
to converge was significant in this study. Figure 8 shows the
number of iterations required for BESO optimization with
Vf = 10% to converge. In addition, figures 9 and 10 present
the number of iteration vs. mean compliance for Vf = 0.2
and 0.4, respectively.
Figures 8, 9 and 10 show that the optimization procedure
converged within 250 iterations and after that specific point,

Analytical verification of BESO optimization results

In order to verify the result of optimization code written in
Matlab, the structure shown in figure 5b was modelled in
FEM solver. To create the model, a 2D space was employed
and the model was drawn by wire-type elements (lines), as
shown in figure 11, in Abaqus Solver. Since the outcome of
BESO optimization was a mechanism, all elements were truss
type and meshed as 2-node linear truss elements in plane. In
addition, four nodes of the model (E, F, G and H) were constrained against movement in x-direction on the horizontal
centre line, while the other four nodes on the vertical centre
line (A, B, C and D) had no movement along y-direction
(figures 12 and 13). Two unit displacements were applied on
the opposite directions to the right and left-hand side nodes, as
shown in figure 13, in opposite directions.
The analysis was performed considering the nonlinear
geometric effects (large deformations). The displacement in
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Figure 7. Result of SIMP optimization produced in Abaqus for Vf = 30% and rmin = 1.25: (a) one-quarter domain and
(b) full domain.
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Figure 9. Number of iterations for mean compliance to converge
(Vf = 20%).

rmin = 1.5
rmin = 1.8
rmin = 2.5

-0.6

-0.6

Figure 8. Number of iterations for mean compliance to converge
(Vf = 10%).

mean compliance

mean compliance

mean compliance

-0.3

-0.3
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-0.2

-0.2

-0.3

50

-0.1

-0.1

0

number of iteraon
0

-0.9

Figure 10. Number of iterations for mean compliance to
converge (Vf = 40%).

both x- and y-directions are shown in figures 14 and 15,
respectively.
Reviewing figures 14 and 15, it is obvious that by
stretching the model in x-direction, the deformation in ydirection is unlike conventional materials, and the structure
shows auxetic behaviour (negative Poisson’s ratio). The
value of the Poisson’s ratio of the model was calculated as:
0:9291
v¼
¼ 0:9291
1
The objective function and constraints in the BESO
optimization (equations 7, 8 and 9) were set in a way to
guarantee equal displacements for two specified nodes of
the microstructure. Thus, the resulting topology expresses
−1 as its Poisson’s ratio. However, due to the nature of truss
type elements, it was impossible to analyse the
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Table 3.
Volume
fracture
Vf
Vf
Vf
Vf
Vf
Vf
Vf
Vf
Vf

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
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The time required to run the optimization algorithm.
Radius of neighbouring
elements
rmin
rmin
rmin
rmin
rmin
rmin
rmin
rmin
rmin

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Time required in
seconds

1.5
1.8
2.5
1.5
1.8
2.5
1.5
1.8
2.5

66.69
66.66
67.51
66.90
66.80
67.55
67.72
67.19
68.75

Figure 11. Nodes A, B, C and D are restricted to movement in ydirection and nodes E, F, G and H are restricted to movement in xdirection.

Figure 12.

143

Boundary conditions in the model.

Figure 13.

Applied unit displacements.

Figure 14.

Deformed shape and displacements in x-direction.

Figure 15.

Deformed shape and displacements in y-direction.
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microstructure without adding extra boundary conditions
(figure 12) to overcome the instability problem. As a result,
there was a slight difference (approximately 7%) in the
results of verification analysis (v = −0.9291) and the goal of
the BESO optimization (v = −1).

5.

Experimental investigation

Another scope of this study was to experiment the behaviour of resulting structure under tensile load to determine
its auxetic deformation. To do so, a model of resulted

Figure 16.

The shape of printed model using 3D printing.

Figure 17. Undeformed structure attached to UTM.
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structure (figure 5b) was created using 3D printing. The
shape of the printed model is shown in figure 16.
The model was attached to universal test machine
(UTM) and underwent a tensile load with the velocity of
5 mm min−1. The test speed of loading was set to minimum to decrease the dynamical effects and keep the
model intact, for as long as possible. As shown in figure 14, there were two circular parts at the right and left
horizontal elements for the exact purpose of connecting
the model to UTM, thus they have no structural capacity.
The whole process was recorded using an HD camera and
four major points of the structure was marked with two
different colours (blue and orange), indicating the vertical and horizontal axes, respectively, as shown in figure 14. The structure underwent 20 mm of displacement,
the undeformed and deformed shapes are shown in figures 17 and 18, respectively.
Since the objective of this test was to determine the
Poisson’s ratio of the printed structure, a simple processing
of the captured video is sufficient. In order for this goal,
two images, shown in figures 17 and 18, were chosen for
the processing procedure and the ImageJ software was
used to compare the displacements in x- and y-directions in
the undeformed and deformed conditions. The software
offers a simple method to compare the displacements. By
drawing a line from two coloured points, it is convenient to
determine the relative distance from the diagonal points
and compare it to the distance of the perpendicular
direction. The results of the image processing are shown in
table 4.
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Figure 18. Deformed structure after 20 mm of loading with UTM.

Table 4.

Result of image processing.

Relative distances
Distance of
orange dots
Distance of blue
dots

Undeformed
shape

Deformed
shape

Displacement

394

397.5

3.5

394

397.7

3.7

The Poisson’s ratio of the printed structure is calculated
as below:
v¼

3:5
¼ 0:9459
3:7

Since the coloured points in the printed structure were
circles with a diameter of roughly 4 mm, there could be a
slight inaccuracy in the calculation of relative distance in
the ImageJ software. Therefore, there was a difference of
less than 6% in the BESO optimization result (v = −1) and
the analytical result (v = −0.9459).

6.

Conclusion

One of the significant mechanical features of every
material is Poisson’s ratio. Although this property is positive for most of the cases, specific materials and
microstructures show ‘auxetic’ property, which is defined
as negative Poisson’s ratio. By optimizing a square

domain, consisting of specific sets of constraints and an
applied load, it is possible to develop a topology that
presents a Poisson’s ratio, which is negative. Optimization
methods used in this study were BESO and SIMP, and
FEM was used to analyse the structure during every step
of both optimization processes. The results of BESO
optimizations showed that by increasing the volume fraction (Vf), the rods that form the structure became thicker
without a noticeable alteration in the overall final shape.
The Poisson’s ratio of the final structure resulting from the
BESO model was set to be −1 and comparing it with the
Poisson’s ratio of the same structure, verified later by
FEM solver, the difference was negligible (*7%). Furthermore, there was almost no change in the shape of
outcome structure, for different rmin values of 1.5, 1.8 or
2.5. In the process of optimization, convergence occurred
approximately after 250 iterations for all models and
configurations and there was a significant resemblance
between the results of SIMP optimization and the developed BESO model (figures 4 and 6).
The microstructure resulting from BESO optimization
was printed using 3D techniques and underwent a loading
test. The result of loading test was almost equal to what was
expected with less than 6% error.
In recent years, evolutionary deep learning has been
gaining ground for data-driven optimization [32–34]. The
main reason to use such method is that most of optimization
problems are difficult to solve, since there are large amounts
of uncertainty or the optimization problem is non-convex
or multi-modal. In addition, in some cases the formulation
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of optimization is difficult to process, which makes evolutionary deep learning method more convenient in these cases
[35]. Such an approach could possibly be implemented in this
problem for better accuracy of design and could be used in
future work to design auxetic microstructures.
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